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Across

4. won the 1860 elcetion for president

8. the principle that the authority of a 

state and its government are created and 

sustained by the consent of its people, 

through their elected representatives

9. beat up charles sumner with a cane in 

the senate chamber

11. president that saw california as a free 

state

13. line that divides nebraska and kansas

16. escaped slavery and became a leading 

african american abolitioist spokesmen and 

writer

17. the perceived political power in the 

U.S. federal government held by slave 

owners during the 1840s and 1850s, prior to 

the Civil War.

18. leader of the antislavery forces in 

massachusetts

19. abolitioist that tried to lead a slave 

revolt by arming enslaved people

20. president in 1852

Down

1. slave that went to court over his right 

to be free in a free state

2. stated that california and utah and 

mexico would not allow slavery

3. favoring native born americans over 

born imigrants

5. abololitionist that wrote uncle toms 

cabin

6. worked to come up with something that 

both the north and south would agree with

7. states that fugittive slave act is 

required and the buying and selling of slaves 

in D.C was illegal but slavery was not

10. A law that made it a crime to help 

runaway slaves; allowed for the arrest of 

escaped slaves in areas where slavery was 

illegal and required their return to 

slaveholders

12. condutor of the underground railroad

14. to leave or withdraw

15. democrate that lost the president 

election in 1860 to abraham lincoln

Word Bank

harriet tubman nativism dred scott stephen douglas

harriet beecher stowe charles sumner wilmot privoso zachary taylor

henry clay compromise of 1850 missouri compromise franklin pierce

preston brooks popular sovereignty Fugitive Slave Act secede

fredrick douglas john brown abraham lincoln slave power


